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in the joints, muscles, and tendons, and a highly specialized
one in the labyrinth, or inner ear. The giddiness of a waltzer
is due to over-stimulation of the labyrinth, and the collapse of
a boxer who receives a knock-out blow on the jaw is a result
of the shock received by the same organ. It is worth noting
that the waltzing rat is endowed with a highly complicated
labyrinth.
All thinking other than perceptual may be described as
imaginative, there being no difference in kind, but only one
in level. Imaginative thinking, then, is mental activity with
regard to psychical objects which are not sensations—that is to
say, which are not occasioned by the stimulation of a sense-
organ. In imaginative thinking, again, we may distinguish
different levels according to the nature of the psychical object,
the simplest form of which is the primary memory image.
" An image," as Drever puts it, "may be defined as our appre-
hension of an object or objects in the absence of the object
or objects themselves which originally determined our sense-
perception." x Primary memory images may be regarded as
substitutes for actual sense-perceptions. When I actually look
at a book, for example, the psychical object is a sensation; but
if I close my eyes I can see it again, and the psychical object
is now a visual image. Clearly we may have images corre-
sponding to every variety of sensation. Hearing a tune in
imagination is an example of an auditory image; enjoying in
imagination the scent of a rose, an olfactory image; eating a
lemon in imagination, a gustatory image; and drawing a finger
over sandpaper in imagination, a tactual image. In addition
we may have temperature and pain images; for example, we
can hardly avoid shivering in imagination when we read:
St Agnes' Eve—ah, bitter chill it was I
The owl, for all his feathers, was a-cold.
We can imagine feelings of hunger or illness, so having e organic *
images; and we can have kinsesthetic images, imagining, for
example, what it is like to bend down and pick something up
from the floor. It is possible to have any or all of these types
1 Introduction to the Psychology of Education, p. 190.

